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a b s t r a c t
Modelling in environmental sciences is becoming increasingly complex because ever-increasing numbers
of processes are combined, thus making model-based decision aids both more relevant but more difﬁcult
to develop. Our approach focused on water quality and aimed to identify spatial tree patterns that represent surface ﬂow and pollutant pathways from plot to plot involved in water pollution by herbicides.
First, a simulation model predicted herbicide transfer rate, the proportion of applied herbicide that
reaches water courses, based on the spatial and temporal distribution of weed-control activities. These
predictions were used as a set of learning examples for symbolic learning techniques to induce rules
based on qualitative and quantitative attributes and explain two classes of transfer rate. In this study
we compared two automatic symbolic learning techniques applied to a set of simulations: (1) a relational-inductive method using the inductive logic programming (ILP) approach to induce spatial tree patterns; and (2) an attribute-value method to induce aggregated attributes of the trees. Twenty-eight and
thirty-three rules were learnt by the ILP and attribute-value approaches which explained 81% and 88% of
the examples, respectively. The ILP approach provided relevant indicators of plot-to-plot connectivity.
The integrated attribute-value approach is simpler and quicker, but the ILP patterns are more useful
for stakeholders.
Ó 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Modelling in environmental sciences is useful for predicting the
effect of human activities or climate changes on anthropogenic
environmental systems, motivating intense research activities in
this ﬁeld (Durand et al., 2002). Models are becoming increasingly
complex because they simulate an increasing number of interacting processes that are distributed over time and space. Consequently, this allows investigation of more scenarios combining
constraints related to climate, physical environment or human
activities and decisions. Modelling faces additional difﬁculties,
however, when simulating large numbers of scenarios, in which
the qualitative responses required for management, such as ranking risks according to various situations, cannot be assessed easily.
Moreover, models often are used to predict effects of scenarios;
however, a reverse approach which identiﬁes temporal drivers or
⇑ Corresponding author. Address: INRA, UMR 1069, Sol Agro et hydrosystème
Spatialisation, 65 Route de Saint Brieuc, CS 84215, 35042 Rennes Cedex, France.
Tel.: +33 2 23 48 52 27; fax: +33 2 23 48 54 30.
E-mail address: chantal.gascuel@rennes.inra.fr (C. Gascuel-Odoux).
0168-1699/$ - see front matter Ó 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.compag.2012.01.006

spatial origins of pollution would be useful in environmental management. This is particularly a problem at the mesoscale (from a
few km2 to a few tenths of km2), where environments and activities are highly heterogeneous and regulated by larger-scale processes, but decisions to improve landscape quality and human
management activities require impact assessment based on mesoscale environmental and socio-economic characteristics.
The use of data mining and other artiﬁcial-intelligence techniques has increased along with the recognition of their potential
to analyse environmental data (see Chen et al., 2008; Gibert
et al., 2008, for a review). When analysing environmental data,
many systems propose statistical data analysis or ﬁltering (Kawano
et al., 2005; Painter et al., 2006) and visualisation tools to provide
insight (e.g., Chertov et al., 2005), while decision support tasks
often rely on rules employed as assessment tools or link representations between causes and effects (Brown, 2006; Ivanovska et al.,
2008; Janssen et al., 2005; Poch et al., 2004; Tan, 2005).
Automatic symbolic learning provides tools to acquire these
general rules from data (e.g., Gibert et al., 2008). So far, these tools
mainly have been applied to observed data. This is a critical limitation because of the difﬁculty and cost of collecting large sets of
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environmental observations. Our approach uses symbolic learning
techniques on simulated data to synthesise complex processes and
help in decision making.
Relational decision tree induction has been used to analyse the
results of simulation models (Ivanovska et al., 2008) and to obtain
decision rules by generalising data (Kohavi and John, 1997; Gibert
et al., 2006; Poch et al., 2004). Decision trees predict the value of a
dependent variable, called a class, from the values of independent
variables, called attributes, by partitioning the space of attributes.
The class of a data example is predicted by one branch of a decision
tree, which represents a rule explaining the example’s membership
in the class according to its attributes. Our goal was to develop a
decision-support system that can provide a variety of explanations
by identifying possibly more than one rule to explain the class of
an example.
Because decision tree induction does not suit this purpose, we
applied and compared two symbolic learning techniques to detect
spatial rules. We conducted tests to analyse their ability to mine
spatial rules in a spatio-temporal process, which is a general issue
in environmental systems. We focused on spatial rules that (1) describe ﬂow and pollutant pathways in the form of tree patterns and
(2) identify areas at risk for stream water pollution. Two automatic
symbolic learning techniques were applied to a set of simulations
from which possibly redundant classiﬁcation rules (called characterisation rules in Zhang et al. (2002)) were induced. The two techniques were (1) a relational inductive method, using the inductive
logic programming (ILP) approach (Muggleton and De Raedt, 1994)
to induce spatial tree patterns, and (2) an attribute-value method
(Clark and Boswell, 1991) to induce aggregated attributes globally
describing trees. A few studies have been performed on mining
tree or graph structures. For instance, in computational biology,
some studies have examined the problem of ﬁnding relevant substructures in chemical components (Inokuchi et al., 2000; Dehaspe
et al., 1998). However, these methods do not handle general constraints on attributes. Learning relational rules as proposed here
by ILP is a relatively complex and highly computationally intensive
task, which explains our testing another approach, one based on
learning attribute-value rules.
The environmental issue we focus on is the effect of agricultural
activities on water quality at the landscape scale, speciﬁcally, the
identiﬁcation of critical source areas which contribute to stream
water pollution by herbicides applied on maize cultivated ﬁelds. This
issue is unsolved for three fundamental reasons: (1) paucity of
observed data, partly due to the high cost of data acquisition both
for sampling and analysis; (2) high diversity of chemicals and conditions for their application; and (3) large spatial and temporal variation
in water pollution. These variations are related mainly to the spatiotemporal distribution of treatments within the catchment and characteristics of the ﬁeld and stream margins (Colin et al., 2000; Leu
et al., 2004a,b; Louchart et al., 2001); however, these relationships
cannot be analysed easily from observation data due to a low ratio
of input–output mass (on the order of a few percentage, Voltz et al.,
2003; Clement et al., 1999) because of pesticide retention in the soil.
The observation dataset is generally not large and various enough to
aid in identifying critical source areas. At a large scale such as Europe,
different meta-modelling approaches have been developed recently
to improve pesticide-risk assessment. All are based on one-dimensional stochastic modelling (Tiktak et al., 2006; Auteri et al., 2007;
Stenemo et al., 2007) constrained by pedo-transfer functions to restrict the range of variations in parameter values (Centofantia et al.,
2008). But at the landscape scale, ephemeral and highly variable lateral ﬂow and retention processes occur along hillslopes and inﬂuence
water pollution dynamics (Dubus et al., 2002, 2003). Consequently,
questions regarding critical treatment periods and the location of critical source areas which contribute to stream water pollution remain a
scientiﬁc and management challenge.

This is a relevant application for comparing the two rule-induction techniques and analysing their ability to help identify critical
source areas of stream water pollution by herbicides. Scenarios
were simulated using the SACADEAU model, which represents
farmers’ decision processes (Salmon-Monviola et al., 2011) and
transfer processes of water and chemicals within a catchment
(Gascuel-Odoux et al., 2009). The catchment is represented by
means of a nodal network, often used in water resource allocation
and management models (Letcher et al., 2007), that consists of a
set of elementary plot outlet trees (Fig. 1), each plot outlet tree
describing ﬂow pathways from plot to plot that ﬁnally lead to
the stream (Aurousseau et al., 2009). The two automatic learning
techniques then were used to identify patterns in the form of plot
outlet trees (with ILP) and global characteristics of plot outlet trees
(with the attribute-value approach).
The objective of this paper is to investigate whether automatic
learning techniques on simulated data can help identifying spatial
rules: here, these are the critical source areas involved in stream
water pollution. First, we describe the simulator and the procedures used in generating and analysing the simulations. Next, we
present and compare the results obtained from the two automatic
learning tools and the way in which they have been applied to the
case study, and describe the graphical interface tool used to analyse the results in a real decision making process.
2. Methods
Fig. 2 presents data ﬂows from the simulator to the visualisation
tool in a decision support system. Three groups of tools were involved: a model to generate a set of learning examples, symbolic
techniques to extract rules from simulation data, and decisionoriented visualisation tools to identify the learnt rules involved
in any given situation of the studied catchment (Fig. 3).
2.1. Generate a set of learning examples with a simulator
2.1.1. The simulator
The SACADEAU model used as the simulator predicts stream
water pollution (Gascuel-Odoux et al., 2009) with three submodels that represent farmers’ decision processes (SACADEAUDeci, Salmon-Monviola et al., 2011), crop production and transfer
processes of water and chemicals within a catchment (SACADEAU-transf, Gascuel-Odoux et al., 2009) (Fig. 3). The models’ input is several series of weather data, as well as technical and
environmental data such as a digital elevation model (DEM) (O’callaghan and Mark, 1984; Fairﬁeld and Leymarie, 1991) and a plot
map of the catchment, as well land uses, farm boundaries and
strategies used for weed control within the catchment.
To predict the date, location and amount of herbicide applied
within a catchment, the decision sub-model represents farmers’
weed-control activities, including environmental and technical
constraints at plot and catchment scales. Concretely, it spatially
and temporally distributes herbicides on maize crops within the
catchment during the spring by means of decision rules. A technical operation is performed when technical and environmental conditions are satisﬁed that relate to soil workability (climatic
conditions, slope and position of the plot) and application efﬁciency (machine availability, farmers’ working time). The spatial
schema takes into account constraints at the plot, farm, farm-group
and catchment levels. The outputs of the decision sub-model used
as inputs for the transfer sub-model are sowing and weeding dates
and herbicide amounts applied to maize plots in the catchment.
The transfer sub-model represents water and herbicide transfer
by surface and subsurface ﬂow up to the catchment outlet
(Gascuel-Odoux et al., 2009). The transfer sub-model simulates
the retention, degradation and transfer processes of herbicides at
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Fig. 1. A plot outlet tree is a sub-catchment where each vertex (‘‘outlet’’) is part of a plot. Attributes given for illustration are determined for each outlet.

Fig. 2. Integration of a simulation model into a decision support system.
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Fig. 3. SACADEAU framework, including two steps: (1) generate a set of learning examples using a simulator, and (2) induce rules to explain classes of pollution.

the plot and catchment scales. This sub-model combines other
sub-models that consist of expert rules and mechanistic models:
(1) the model TOPMODEL (Beven and Kirkby, 1979) to predict
discharge and water-table depth; (2) simple functions or models,

such as a crop model, an herbicide retention and degradation function, and an herbicide exchange function between soil and water;
and (3) expert rules to predict soil surface conditions and soil inﬁltrability related to crop development and weather conditions, and
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therefore herbicide concentrations in surface runoff (Cerdan et al.,
2001) and groundwater recharge. The spatial schema of this model
is original (Aurousseau et al., 2009): surface ﬂow connectivity from
plot to plot within the catchment is represented by a drainage network overlaid on the land-use map (Fig. 4a and b), so that a plot
outlet is deﬁned as the set of cells that contribute to a speciﬁc outlet of the plot (plot outlets o1 and o2, Fig. 4c). Buffer areas such as
hedgerows or grass strips can redirect or interrupt surface ﬂow
pathways. The catchment’s drainage network for surface ﬂow routing is represented by a set of plot outlet trees, each of which feeds
the stream independently.
Finally, daily ﬂuxes in herbicides during the cropping period are
aggregated in time and space over all plot outlets to obtain a prediction of the proportion of input herbicide mass transferred to the
stream, called the transfer rate and deﬁned as follows:

P
transfer rateðtÞ ¼

w2W

transferredðw;tÞ
appliedðw;tÞ

jWj

ð1Þ

where t is a plot outlet tree, and W is a set of real weather data series. The function transferred (w, t) stands for the total amount of herbicides (in grams) transferred from plot outlet tree t to the stream
water for weather data series w. The function applied(w, t) stands
for the total amount of herbicides applied to plot outlet tree t for
weather data series w. To compensate for the effect of variability
in the weather data series, the output variable is averaged over a
set of real weather years (W). This variable is computed for each
plot outlet tree that feeds the stream water and deﬁnes its buffer
capacity (i.e., the resistance of the landscape to pollutant transfer;
Viaud et al., 2004). Therefore, it is well-suited to test the effect of
landscape structure and agricultural practices on stream water pollution. The interest of this output variable has been discussed in the
previous paper which describes the transfer model (Gascuel-odoux
et al., 2009).
2.1.2. Building the set of simulations
Usually, when rules are induced from observations, there is no
problem in selecting learning examples since all observations are
used. But observed data do not necessarily represent all possible
situations, and studies on the induction of classiﬁcation rules from
simulation data often address the problem of generating representative learning examples (Mladenic et al., 1994; Huber and
Berthold, 1997; Zhang et al., 2002). If model inputs are discrete
and few in number, then all combinations of input values can be
simulated and become learning examples (Mladenic et al., 1994).
On the contrary, if inputs are continuous or drawn from inﬁnite domains, then some inputs have to be considered constants while

others vary within their domains. One approach to deal with such
inputs is to attribute random values to the most relevant variables
to analyse their effects on outputs, while other variables are ﬁxed
(Huber and Bertold, 1997; Zhang et al., 2002). We did not rely on
classical techniques for designing computer experiments (e.g.,
Fang et al., 2005), since they are not adapted to manage relational
input data such as plot outlet trees.
To carry out the exploration of the model, we focused on scenarios based on a given study site (described later). Constraints
on the simulation inputs are deﬁned so that some observed data
on this study site are preserved, mainly the landscape and farm
structure: (1) topography, plot map and number of farmers; (2) total maize crop area; (3) inter-farm distances of maize crops; and
(4) weeding strategies for maize crops.
To generate one simulation input conﬁguration that fulﬁls these
constraints, we applied the following strategy:
(1) The DEM of the study site is used (see Section 3).
(2) A land use map is generated so that the total maize crop area
is preserved. The constraint programming system CHOCO
(Laburthe, 2000) is used to allocate the maize plots amongst
the plots of the catchment.
(3) Maize plots are clustered with ‘‘k-means’’ algorithm
(MacQueen, 1967) to reﬂect observed inter-farm distances.
As a result, a cluster of maize plots represents a farm. The
parameter k is the number of farms and is set to 36 which
is the observed number of farms on the study site.
(4) From observed data, we conclude that each farmer applies at
most two weeding strategies. These strategies are randomly
chosen amongst 50 weeding strategies previously collected
on the study site.
Once the land-use map is built the site’s DEM was overlaid to
extract all plot outlet trees that contained at least one plot outlet
with a maize crop (Fig. 4). A set of simulations was built according
to these constraints and then run to predict transfer rates for these
plot outlet trees. Finally, each plot outlet tree was labelled by a
transfer rate and sorted at into different classes according to the
value of the transfer rate.
2.2. Induce rules using symbolic learning
2.2.1. Criteria for selecting rules
The set of simulated and labelled plot outlet trees constituted
the learning examples used to automatically induce classiﬁcation
rules of the following form:

Fig. 4. Overland ﬂow pathways: plot outlets (here o1, o2 and o3) are determined in three steps (a, b and c) from a digital elevation map and a plot map of the catchment.
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\If a plot outlet tree t satisfies conditions C; then the class of t is L"
ð2Þ
where L is a label standing for a transfer-rate class. A plot outlet tree
t is ‘‘covered’’ by a rule R if t satisﬁes the conditions C, and the set of
plot outlet trees covered by rule R is covers(R).
In rule induction, syntactic bias refers to the language used to
express the conditional part of the rules, which deﬁnes the search
space (i.e., the set of ‘‘admissible’’ rules). An induction process explores the search space to discover the best rules. To compare
rules, the user also should provide a rule quality criterion, called
semantic bias, which measures how well a rule ﬁts the learning
examples. Let us deﬁne:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

nL : The number of examples of class L.
nL : The number of examples of class different from L.
nLR : The number of examples of class L covered by R.
nLR : The number of examples of class different from L covered
by R.

The support of a rule is the proportion of learning examples
covered by a rule: supportðRÞ ¼ ðnLR þ nLR Þ=ðnL þ nL Þ. ‘‘Rule accuracy’’
is the ratio of examples of class L to all examples covered by rule
R : accuracyðR; LÞ ¼ nLR =ðnLR þ nLR Þ. The closer accuracy is to 1, the
safer a classiﬁcation becomes when based only on R. It is recognised, however, that a measure of rule quality should be a trade-off
between accuracy and generalisation. Allowing a few misclassiﬁcations is acceptable for a rule if it covers a large subset of learning
examples. Moreover, a rule also should take into account the a priori distributions of labels amongst examples. Thus, we chose to use
the m-estimate measure (Cestnik, 1990), which is used widely in
rule induction studies, as a rule-quality criterion parameterised
by m:

m-estimateðR; LÞ ¼

nLR þ m  nL =ðnL þ nL Þ
nLR þ nLR þ m

ð3Þ

A rule R that causes misclassiﬁcations (nLR > 0) is preferable to a
rule that causes no misclassiﬁcation if it covers ‘‘enough’’ examples
of class L (nLR ). Note that if m = 0, then the m-estimate equals the
accuracy.
Moreover, as it is computationally too expensive to browse the
entire search space, heuristics were developed to explore it. First, a
relation of generality between rules induced a lattice structure on
the search space to facilitate the search. If rule R is more general
than rule R0 , then cov ersðR0 Þ # cov ersðRÞ. To browse the search
space, a ‘‘general to speciﬁc’’ strategy was then adopted which began by evaluating a general rule R and then iteratively building and
evaluating the rules R0 that are more speciﬁc than R. A specialisation operator built more speciﬁc rules R0 from rule R, taking into account the syntactic bias to build only admissible rules. To limit
search space exploration, a ‘‘beam search’’ strategy (e.g., Clark
and Boswell, 1991) was used at each step to focus on the few best
rules according to the m-estimate value. Finally, the best rule generated during the process was returned and the process iterated
until all examples were covered by at least one rule or until no
more admissible rules could be built. The minimal thresholds for
the m-estimate value and the number of examples covered by a
rule were given as parameters by the user.
A key point was to deﬁne well-adapted syntactic biases which
expressed admissible rules for the application. Two syntactic
biases were proposed and experimented with to describe the plot
outlet trees (Fig. 1). In the ﬁrst approach, the conditional part of the
rules directly referred to the tree structure of the plot outlets and
thus, tree-structured rules were learnt (the ILP mining method).
In the second approach, the conditional part of the rules referred
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to a synthetic description of the outlet trees, through a set of aggregate attributes, and thus, attribute-value rules were learnt (the
attribute-value rule mining method).
2.2.2. ILP mining method
ILP (Muggleton and De Raedt, 1994) is well-suited to induce
rules from data with relational properties such as spatial ones.
The ILP method learnt rules with tree-structured conditions (Eq.
(2)) from plot outlet trees that constituted the set of examples,
called learning examples. We computed tree-structured patterns,
the conditional parts of the rules to be induced, that generalised
plot outlet trees.
Given a tree, many patterns, or sub-trees, may be inferred (Chi
et al., 2005) so that induction must take the application into account. We remind that the plot outlet trees describe the ﬂow pathways from plot to plot that leads to the stream. As we regard plot
outlets closer to the stream as more important for herbicide transfer than plot outlets at the top of the catchment, the root of a plot
outlet tree represents the plot outlet feeding the stream. ILP computed a pattern that generalised examples by taking the root of a
plot outlet tree as the root of the pattern. Then, repeatedly, either
an outlet was added to the pattern (from the stream up to the
catchment) or a constraint on the attribute value of outlets was
introduced. At every stage, computed patterns were checked on
learning examples (plot outlet trees).
As mentioned, ILP specialisation operators explored the search
space with a ‘‘general to speciﬁc’’ strategy. These specialisation
operators either added an outlet (specialisation operator 1) to the
inferred pattern or added an attribute-value pair to the last outlet
added (specialisation operator 2). The order in which outlets were
added is meaningless regarding the run-off process and thus the
induction of unordered sub-trees was adapted. The ILP system
used was Aleph (Srinivasan, 2003), which inferred unordered
rooted sub-trees with these two specialisation operators.
Thus, from a sub-tree pattern P, a set of more speciﬁc sub-tree
patterns P0 can be generated. For example, four sub-tree patterns
are generated from a pattern g with two outlets: s1 and s2 are
specialised by adding a third outlet, and s3 and s4 by introducing
a constraint on the last outlet added (Fig. 5).
When exploring the search space the main difﬁculty is avoiding
generating the same pattern twice, even if it can be reached by different paths in the lattice structure of the search space. This redundancy problem is a well-known issue in ILP that can involve extra
computational costs. When generating plot outlet tree patterns,
the redundancy problem mainly arises from the trees’ lack of ordering. To solve this problem, a specialisation step that adds an outlet
to the pattern (specialisation operator 1) numbers the unordered
trees (Nakano and Uno, 2003). A naïve strategy for this specialisation step could be achieved by adding a vertice child to a randomly
chosen vertice into the current tree. On contrary, the algorithm proposed by Nakano and Uno selects, by studying the tree structure,
the vertices into the current tree for which one can add a child, in
order to ensure that only unordered rooted trees are produced.
For comparison, the naïve strategy produces 40,320 trees of size
9, while the Nakano and Uno algorithm produces 286 trees of size
9, which is the total number of unordered trees of size 9.
Moreover, when adding an attribute-value pair to the last added
outlet (specialisation operator 2), the value is determined
(Srinivasan and Camacho, 1999), using entropy measures to ﬁnd
a value relevant to a given class. The examples are projected onto
the axis of real values taken by the attribute under consideration,
and the value that best separates the different classes is chosen.
2.2.3. Attribute-value rule mining method
The attribute-value rule mining method selects a set of aggregate attributes that describe structured data, in our case, plot
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according their physical signiﬁcance. We distinguished source factors from transfer factors, which is a common distinction in risk
assessment (Heathwaite et al., 2000, 2005). Some attributes can
be considered source factors: for example, related to pollutant
pressure, which can be direct (e.g., herbicide amount) or an indirect (e.g., surface area of maize). Other attributes can be considered
transfer factors: for example, related to the ability of the landscape
to regulate a pollutant pressure, which can be due directly to the
presence of a buffer area or indirectly due to slope gradient or
topographic position.
2.3. Analysis and comparison of approaches

Fig. 5. Specialisation of a plot outlet tree pattern (g) with two specialisation
operators. Tree patterns (s1), (s2), (s3) and (s4) are more speciﬁc than (g).

outlet trees. Given such a set of attributes fa1 ; . . . ; an g, an attributevalue rule is written as:

\If ðt  ak1 #1 v 1 Þ ^    ^ ðt:akr #r v r Þ then classðtÞ ¼ L"

ð4Þ

where t is a plot outlet tree, L is a class label, fk1 ; . . . ; kr g #
f1; . . . ; ng; t  aki is the value of the attribute aki in t, v i is a value of
the domain of aki and #i is a relational operator among 6; ¼; P.
An attribute-value rule R covers t if each attribute-value constraint
t  aki #i v i is satisﬁed by t.
Many efﬁcient methods and systems have been devised for
mining attribute-value rules. The search space is explored in a
‘‘general to speciﬁc’’ way by applying the classical specialisation
operator that adds an attribute-value pair to the conditional part
of the rules. When faced with tree-structured data in our study,
each attribute aggregated the values of attributes on the tree nodes
(i.e., the plot outlet tree nodes). The attribute-value description of a
tree was then related to its root (i.e., the outlet directly connected
to the stream). The main difﬁculty with this approach is building a
set of relevant attributes which depends on the application. Selecting these attributes is especially difﬁcult when mining relational
data, as they must synthesise a complex data structure sufﬁciently
and simply.
2.2.4. Selecting and classifying attributes
Two sets of attributes were selected to identify the relevant
sub-trees in the ILP approach and the attributes per tree in the
attribute-value approach. For the two approaches, the attributes
were chosen to represent the entire set of factors that explained
the transfer rate. In the ILP approach, the attributes depicted each
plot outlet of a tree. They were selected among variables used in
the model to describe outlets. In the attribute-value approach,
the attributes depicted a plot outlet tree and thus aggregated the
attribute on tree nodes; therefore, the attributes are not directly
used in the model. They are deﬁned and selected informally and
iteratively. The ﬁnal set of attributes is one that yielded the most
relevant rules.
The attributes are classiﬁed as Boolean, qualitative or quantitative. Searching for spatial patterns in the form of plot outlet trees is
really a qualitative way to express spatial patterns. These patterns
constitute a reality that the stakeholders can observe in the ﬁeld.
Consequently, such spatial patterns, can be considered to be
site- or stakeholder-dependent. The attributes are also classiﬁed

Approaches were analysed and compared according to their
percentages of correct and incorrect classiﬁcations (in a confusion
matrix) and computation time. An a posteriori classiﬁer used the
induced rules to predict the class of testing examples, which were
not used during the induction process (Clark and Boswell, 1991;
Van Laer, 2002). It assigned a class to an example when rules conﬂicted by tagging each rule with the distribution of covered learning examples among classes and then summing these distributions
to ﬁnd the most probable class to assign to the testing example.
Correlations between attributes were computed to identify and
analyse their interactions in the rules. Given two attributes, a and
b, we computed the correlation of occurrences in the induced rules.
More precisely, let Ea be the event that attribute a occurs in a rule
and Ea be the event that attribute a does not occur in a rule. We relied on estimating the probabilities that attributes P(a) and P(b) occurred, or did not occur in rules, and on the joint probabilities that
they occurred together P(a, b). We were interested in ‘‘mutual
information’’ about the occurrences of a pair (a, b) of attributes in
rules (Jakulin and Bratko, 2004):

Iða; bÞ ¼

X

X

e1 2fEa ;Ea g e2 2fEb ;Eb g

Pðe1 ; e2 Þlog2




Pðe1 ; e2 Þ
Pðe1 Þ  Pðe2 Þ

ð5Þ

If P(e1) = 0 or P(e2) = 0 then 1/(P(e1)  P(e2)) is set to 0. By construction, I(a, b) P 0. When I(a, b) = 0, then the occurrences of a
and b in rules are independent. The larger I(a, b), the more they
are correlated. Actually, for tree patterns, we did not compute
the correlation of occurrences of two attributes in a rule but rather
in an outlet of a pattern: two attributes on different outlets do not
refer to the same object.
3. Application
3.1. Study site
The study site chosen to test these methods was the Frémeur
catchment (14 km2 surface area), located in western France. The
DEM was extracted from an elevation database with a 20-m grid
size produced by stereo plotting of panchromatic SPOT images to
a resolution of 10 m. The cultivated area represented 72% of the
catchment area and the maize crops 21%. The catchment contained
1419 plots, from which 416 plots were used for maize, temporary
grassland or cereals. These 416 plots were considered usable only
for maize in simulations. The catchment contained 5312 plot outlets. A plot outlet tree had a mean of 7.6 plot outlets, and the catchment contained 692 plot outlet trees. A detailed survey taken in
2005 identiﬁed land cover and weeding strategies within the
catchment (Tortrat, 2005). Two types of weeding strategies were
observed on maize plots: (1) pre-post-emergence, with one application after sowing and another at the 5-leaf stage; and (2) postemergence, with one application at the 3-leaf stage and another
at the 5- to 7-leaf stage. Altogether, about 50 different weeding
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programs and a large number of herbicides are inventoried on
maize due to numerous commercial channels even at local scale.

is computed on a test set of 1144 test examples: 582 of low transfer
and 587 of high transfer (Table 5).

3.2. Simulation outputs

4.1. Selected attributes

Based on the programming and clustering techniques previously described, we generated 20 land-use maps and their associated farm layout. By overlaying these maps on the single DEM of
the study site, we extracted 3431 plot outlet trees, each containing
at least one plot outlet with maize crops. We can consider that
these 3431 plot outlet trees cover a high diversity of spatial patterns, and therefore, is representative to deal with the identiﬁcation of herbicide source areas. A mean transfer rate (Eq. (1)) was
predicted for each plot outlet tree based on observed nine weather
years, considered representative of weather variability, as previously studied (Salmon-Monviola et al., 2011). The set of simulated
plot outlet trees was divided into three roughly equal-sized transfer classes according to the value of the transfer rate (Fig. 6). We
have discarded the intermediate class while our objective was to
identify rules differentiating the two extreme classes (high- and
low-transfer), considered as ‘‘acceptable’’ and ‘‘unacceptable’’,
respectively (Fig. 6). Firstly, from an environmental point of view,
this is relevant to identify no or poor risk situations (low transfer)
from high risk situations (high transfer). Secondly, we claim that
errors when labelling intermediate values (as high- or low-transfer) would occur more probably than errors when labelling extreme values.
The experiments used the same set of examples: 557 and 561
examples were used as learning examples for the high and lowtransfer class, respectively, while 587 and 582 examples were used
as testing examples for the high and the low-transfer class,
respectively.
During ILP search, the size of the beam was ﬁxed at 50, rules
were discarded if they covered fewer than 15 learning examples
or if their accuracy was less than 0.6, and plot outlet sub-trees
were discarded if they contained more than nine outlets. The plot
outlet sub-tree mining method was implemented in the Aleph ILP
system (Srinivasan, 2003), while the CN2 system (Clark and
Boswell, 1991) induced attribute-value rules. Experiments were
run on an IntelÒ Xeon 3.4 GHz processor.

Seven attributes were selected for describing a plot outlet in the
ILP approach (Table 1) amongst around 10 attributes. For example,
the Top-Index attribute is a function of the local slope of the plot
outlet and the drained surface (Beven and Kirkby, 1979); replacing
these two last attributes by the Top-Index leads to better classiﬁcation results for the learning process. Ten attributes for the attribute-value approach (Table 2) amongst around 30 were selected.
In this approach, considered attributes are naturally more numerous since one can consider different functions that synthesize data
(count, sum, mean, etc.). Quantitative variables were less numerous in the ILP approach (3 of 7) than in the attribute-value approach (8 of 10). In the attribute-value approach, synthesized
data relies, by nature, on quantitative attributes.

4. Results
ILP patterns and attribute-value rules learning methods are applied on a dataset composed of 1143 learning examples: 561 of low
transfer and 557 of high transfer (Fig. 6). Classiﬁcation performance

4.2. ILP patterns
ILP learning produced 28 induced rules (14 high-transfer class
and 14 low-transfer class; Table 3). These 28 rules correctly classiﬁed 88% of the testing examples. Six main plot outlet sub-tree patterns were learnt (Fig. 7). One high-transfer-rate sub-tree pattern
described a situation in which at least two plot outlets are connected to the root outlet, and thus, adjacent to the stream
(Fig. 7a). On one, a large quantity of herbicide was applied (at least
17 g for the whole outlet). The other was a maize-cultivated outlet
itself connected by at least two outlets, of which one was a surface
area greater than 0.32 ha. This sub-tree pattern covered 19% of plot
outlet trees belonging to the high-transfer class. One low-transferrate tree pattern described a situation where the outlet was just
upstream of the root and had a high slope and a low topographic
index (less than 3.12 ha; Fig. 7e). This pattern covered plot outlet
trees located uphill in the catchment, where the low topographic
index indicated a deep water table. This sub-tree pattern covered
8% of plot outlet trees belonging to the low-transfer class.
High-transfer-class sub-tree patterns had a total of 37 attributes
(26 quantitative and 11 qualitative) while, those for the low-transfer
class had 34 attributes (22 quantitative and 12 qualitative). To analyse the rules, we registered the number of occurrences nbocc of
attributes in the ILP patterns (Table 3). The most frequently selected
attributes in the high-transfer class were amount of herbicide applied in the sub-tree (Herb-Amount, nbocc = 9), surface area of the
contribution area to the outlet (Surf-area, nbocc = 9), topographic

Fig. 6. Simulated outputs: (a) histogram of simulated plot outlet trees according to the transfer rate; (b) distribution of plot outlet trees in the example set.
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Table 1
Attributes selected for the inductive logic programming (ILP) approach.
Attribute

Type

Signiﬁcance

Description

Surf-area
Maize
Buffer
Slope
Top-Index
Pre
Herb-Amount

Real
Boolean
Boolean
Qualitative
Real
Boolean
Real

Source
Source
Transfer
Transfer
Transfer
Source
Source

Surface area contributing to the outlet
True if plot is cultivated in maize
True if there is a buffer zone (hedge row or grass strip)
Slope gradient: ﬂat (f), low (l) or high (h)
Index that reﬂects water-table depth (Beven and Kirkby, 1979), and therefore slope position
True if there is a pre-emergence weeding strategy on the plot
Herbicide amount transferred from the contributing area to the outlet

Table 2
Aggregate attributes for the attribute-value approach.
Attribute

Type

Signiﬁcance

Description

Herb-Amount

Real

Source

HighRisk
LowRisk
Pre

Real

Transfer

Real

Source

Surf-area
Maize

Real
Real

Source
Source

Max-Maize

Real

Source

Buffer
Tree-Depth

Real
Integer

Transfer
Transfer

Tree-Shape

Qualitative

Transfer

Tree-Top

Qualitative

Transfer

Total amount of pesticides applied on
the tree (in grams)
Proportion of chemicals at low or high risk,
deﬁned by sorption (Koc) and half-life (%)
Proportion of pre-emergence application on
maize (%)
Surface area of the plot outlet (ha)
Percentage of surface area cultivated in
maize over the sub-tree (%)
Surface area of the largest plot outlet
cultivated in maize (ha)
Ratio of surface used as buffer zone (%)
Depth of the plot outlet tree (number
of outlets)
Form of the tree regarding number and
position of the plot outlets depth: I
(isolate: only one outlet per tree), l
(linear: only one outlet at any depth), u
(many outlets at depth 1); v (intermediate
shape between i and u)
Spatial distribution of slopes over the tree:
s (steep); f (ﬂat); cav (concave: steep at the
top of catchment); vex (steep close to the stream)

index (Top-Index, nbocc = 8) and presence of maize (Maize,
nbocc = 7). The most frequently selected attributes in the low-transfer class were topographic index (nbocc = 13), slope (Slope,
nbocc = 8) and surface area of the contribution area to the outlet
(nbocc = 6). Therefore, the surface area and the amount of herbicide
mainly explained the high-transfer class, while the topographic index mainly explained the low-transfer class. Conversely, the presence of a buffer area and the type of weeding strategy were not used.
Among the 71 attributes involved in the 28 rules of the ILP approach (Table 3), 25 in the high-transfer class and 11 in the lowtransfer class could be considered source factors and 12 in the
high-transfer class and 23 in the low-transfer class could be considered transfer factors (Table 1). The most frequent source factors
involved in the high-transfer class were the surface area and the
amount of herbicide, and the most involved transfer factor in the
low-transfer rate was the topographic index, indicating the water
table depth, and therefore, the position of the plot on the hill slope.
The positions of the attributes within the tree patterns varied.
For the most frequent variables in the high-transfer class, the surface area attribute is located at the sub-tree root (nbocc = 1), at
depth 1 (nbocc = 4), at depth 2 (nbocc = 3) at depth 3 (nbocc = 1),
and the amount of herbicide was located at the outlet (nbocc = 1),
at depth 1 (nbocc = 6) or at depth 3 or 4 (nbocc = 1 each), where
tree-depth is the distance to sub-tree root. In the low-transfer
class, the topographic index attribute was located at the sub-tree
root (nbocc = 1), at the tree depth 1 (nbocc = 8), at depth 2 and
depth 3 (nbocc = 2 each). Therefore, the main attributes of the
high-transfer class were not preferentially located, while they were
at depth 1 for the low-transfer class.

4.3. Attribute-value rules
The learning process resulted in 33 induced attribute-value rules
(16 high-transfer class and 17 low-transfer class; Table 4). These 33
induced rules correctly classiﬁed 88% of the testing examples. Five
of the most important attribute-value rules were the following:
Rule 1. IF Max-Maize > 1.54 ha
AND HighRisk > 50%
THEN class = high_transfer [support = 22% and accuracy = 1]
Rule 2. IF Buffer < 16.5%
AND Maize > 53.5%
AND Pest-Amount > 61.5 g
AND Tree-Top = ﬂat
THEN class = high_transfer [support = 17% and accuracy = 1]
Rule 3. IF 10% < Maize < 39.5%
AND Tree-Shape = I
AND Surf-area > 0.18 ha
THEN class = low_transfer [support = 10.4% and accuracy = 1]
Rule 4. IF 4.5 < Tree-Depth < 7.5
AND 0.62 ha < Surf-area < 1.58 ha
THEN class = low_transfer [support = 14% and accuracy = 1]
Rule 5. IF Pre > 65.5%
AND 35.5% < Maize < 67.5%
AND Tree-Depth < 3.5
THEN class = low_transfer [support = 5% and accuracy = 0.74]
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Table 3
Attributes of the 28 rules selected for the inductive logic programming (ILP) approach and their
characteristics.
(C, NC)

High-transfer rate

(152, 1)
(109, 0)
(104, 0)
(74, 0)
(70, 6)
(61, 0)
(60, 2)
(57, 0)
(56, 0)
(52, 1)
(51, 0)
(46, 0)
(41, 0)
(30, 0)

Slope (0) P1, Herb-Amount (lt) P1, Surf-area (gt) P2
Maize (T) P1, Surf-area (gt) P1, Buffer (F) P1
Maize (T) P1, Herb-Amount (gt) P1, Surf-area (gt) P2
Herb-Amount (lt) P0, Surf-area (gt) P0
Maize (t) P2, Herb-Amount (gt) P3
Top-Index (gt) P1, Herb-Amount (gt) P4
Slope (0) P1, Herb-Amount (lt) P1, Top-Index (gt) P1, Surf-area (lt) P1
Top-Index (gt) P1, Herb-Amount (lt) P1
Surf-area (lt) P1, Top-Index (gt) P2, Maize (T) P2
Slope (0) P2, Surf-area (gt) P3, Top-Index (gt) P3
Surf-area (gt) P2, Herb-Amount (gt) P4
Top-Index (gt) P1, Maize (T) P2
Maize (T) P1, Top-Index (gt) P1, Surf-area (lt) P1
Herb-Amount (lt) P1, Top-Index (gt) P1, Maize (F) P2
Low-transfer rate

(66, 5)
(56, 11)
(55, 5)
(46, 0)
(46, 0)
(34, 0)
(33, 0)
(32, 8)
(24, 0)
(23, 0)
(19, 0)
(18, 3)
(17, 2)
(15, 0)

Top-Index (lt) P2, Surf-area (gt) P2
Surf-area (lt) P1, Top-Index (lt) P3
Top-Index (lt) P2
Surf-area (lt) P1, Top-Index (lt) P1, Slope (f) P5
Top-Index (lt) P1, Slope (f) P1, Maize (t) P2
Top-Index (lt) P3, Surf-area (gt) P4
Top-Index (lt) P1, Surf-area (gt) P1, Slope (f) P2
Top-Index (lt) P1, Herb-Amount (lt) P1
Top-Index (lt) P1, Slope (f) P1, Surf-area (gt) P1, Maize (F) P1, Buffer (F) P2
Top-Index (lt) P1, Surf-area (gt) P2
Herb-Amount (lt) P1, Top-Index (lt) P1
Top-Index (lt) P1, Herb-Amount (gt) P1, Slope (f) P1
Top-Index (lt) P0, Slope (0) P0
Buffer (T) P1, Slope (0) P1

(C, NC): (number of covered examples of the same class, number of covered examples of the other
class); lt: lower than; gt: greater than; F: false; T: true; 0: ﬂat. For gt and lt, the values of the
thresholds are not indicated. P#: depth of the plot within the corresponding sub-tree (0 is the root
outlet).

Fig. 7. Six induced tree structure patterns.

Rule 1, belonging to the high-transfer class, covered plot outlet
trees with a large amount of area in maize (more than 1.54 ha) on
which at least 50% of the applied quantity were high risk
herbicides. Rule 3, belonging to the low-transfer class, covered plot
outlet trees with a moderately-sized maize cultivated area (from
10% to 39.5% of sub-tree surface area), a sub-tree surface area higher than 0.18 ha, and a linear shape (I = only one outlet at any depth).

High-transfer rules had a total of 60 attributes (52 quantitative
and 8 qualitative), while low-transfer rules had 70 attributes (62
quantitative and 8 qualitative). Similarly than previously, we noticed the occurrence nbocc of a given attribute (Table 4). The most
frequently selected attributes in the high-transfer class were surface area of a sub-tree (Surf-area, nbocc = 13), surface area with
maize in a sub-tree (Maize, nbocc = 10) and surface area of the
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Table 4
Attributes of the 34 rules selected for the attribute-value approach and their characteristics.
(C, NC)

High transfer rate

(125, 0)
(105, 0)
(92, 0)
(91, 1)
(49, 0)
(44, 0)
(39, 0)
(34, 4)
(22, 0)
(22, 0)
(19, 6)
(17, 6)
(17, 12)
(16, 0)
(15, 0)
(15, 1)

HighRisk (gt), Max-Maize (gt)
Herb-Amount(gt), Surf-area (gt), Maize(gt), Max-Maize (gt), Buffer (lt), Tree-Depth (lt)
Herb-Amount (gt), Maize (gt), Buffer (lt), Tree-Top (f)
Surf-area (gt), Maize (gt), Max-Maize (gt)
Surf-area (lt), Maize (lt), Max-Maize (gt)
Surf-area (lt), Max-Maize (gt), Buffer (lt)
Surf-area (bet), Max-Maize (lt), Tree-Depth (gt), Tree-Shape (u)
Surf-area (bet), Tree-Depth (lt), Tree-Shape (v)
Surf-area (lt), Maize (lt), Max-Maize (lt), Tree-Shape (v)
HighRisk (gt), Surf-area (gt), Maize (gt), Max-Maize (lt), Tree-Depth (lt)
Herb-Amount (lt), Surf-area (bet), Max-Maize (bet), Tree-Depth (gt)
Surf-area (bet), Maize (lt), Buffer (lt), Tree-Depth (gt), Tree-Top (f)
Pre (pre lt), Surf-area (bet), Maize (bet)
Maize (lt), Tree-Depth (lt), Tree-Top (cav)
Surf-area (lt), Max-Maize (lt), Tree-Depth (gt), Tree-Shape (u)
Surf-area (lt), Maize (lt), Tree-Depth (lt), Tree-Shape (v)
Low transfer rate

(80, 0)
(74, 1)
(57, 0)
(54, 0)
(42, 0)
(40, 0)
(38, 0)
(36, 0)
(33, 2)
(33, 4)
(31, 0)
(26, 0)
(25, 9)
(21, 0)
(20, 0)
(20, 0)
(16, 4)

Surf-area (bet), Tree-Depth (bet)
HighRisk (lt), Surf-area (lt), Maize (lt), Max-Maize (lt), Buffer (lt)
Surf-area (bet), Maize (gt), surf-max-maïs(gt), Tree-Depth (lt), Tree-Top (f)
Surf-area (gt), Maize (bet), Tree-Shape (i)
Herb-Amount (lt), Surf-area (bet), Max-Maize (lt), Tree-Depth (lt)
Herb-Amount (gt), Surf-area (bet), Maize(lt), Tree-Depth (lt), Tree-Top (f), Tree-Shape (u)
Surf-area (lt), Max-Maize (lt), Tree-Depth (gt), Tree-Top (vex)
Surf-area (bet), Max-Maize (lt), Tree-Top (cav)
Herb-Amount (lt), HighRisk (lt), Maize (lt), Max-Maize (lt), Tree-Top (f)
Herb-Amount (lt), Surf-area (bet), Maize (lt), Max-Maize (bet), Tree-Depth (gt)
Herb-Amount (gt), type (lt), Surf-area (gt), Maize (lt), Max-Maize (lt), Tree-Depth (lt)
Herb-Amount (gt), Max-Maize (lt), Buffer (gt)
Pre (gt), Maize (lt), Tree-Depth (lt)
Surf-area (lt), Maize (lt), Max-Maize (bet), Tree-Top (f)
Herb-Amount (lt), Surf-area (gt), Maize (bet), Max-Maize (lt)
Herb-Amount (bet), HighRisk (lt), Surf-area (gt), Max-Maize (lt), Tree-Depth (lt)
Herb-Amount (lt), Surf-area (bet), Maize (lt), Max-Maize (lt)

(C, NC): (number of covered examples of the same class, number of covered examples of the other class); lt:
lower than; gt: greater than; F: false; T: true; 0: ﬂat. For gt and lt, the values of the thresholds are not indicated.

largest maize plot (Max-Maize, nbocc = 10). The most frequently
selected attributes in the low-transfer class were the same
(nbocc = 14, 12 and 11, respectively). The attributes related to
the shape of the sub-trees were used infrequently in the rules.
Among the 130 attributes involved in the 34 rules of the attribute-value approach (Table 4), 37 in the high-transfer class and
the 48 in low-transfer class could be considered source factors
and 23 in the high-transfer class and 22 in the low-transfer class
could be considered transfer factors (Table 2).

4.4. Visualisation tool
A visualisation tool was developed to allow users of the decision-aid system to see relationships between the plot outlet trees
of the catchment and the learnt rules (Fig. 8). The user can open
maps of the catchment, each representing a simulation (e.g., spatial
distribution of crops and quantiﬁed herbicide treatments) for all
the plot outlet trees of the catchment. The user also can open a ﬁle
of the learnt rules (attribute-value rules or tree-structured patterns) and then ask for the relations between rules and plot outlet
trees (examples) generalised by rules. It can be done ‘‘automatically’’ or by a query language.
In an automatic mode, the user has to select rules among the list
of rules. Plot outlet trees generalised by these rules become red on
the map if their predicted transfer rates are high or green if they
are low. Note that the user can choose to request colouring on
the map only of the examples used for learning or the examples
used for testing, or both. As previously mentioned, rules are learnt
only from high and low-transfer examples. ‘‘Medium-transfer-

rate’’ plot outlet trees are not used but the user can request to
see them if they can be generalised by the selected rules. These plot
outlet trees are then orange-coloured. Fig. 8 shows six selected
attribute-value rules (three high-transfer and three low-transfer)
that generalise 98 learning examples (from 20 simulations). For
the displayed simulation (opened map), there are 16 high-transfer
examples, 14 low-transfer examples and 4 medium-transferexamples. Each rule is shown with its support (number of examples generalised by this rule among learning examples), its accuracy (ratio of examples of the same class as the rule to all the
generalised examples) and the number of generalised examples
by the rule among displayed examples of the map.
In language query mode, the set of shown examples (coloured
plot outlet trees in the left panel) and the set of shown rules (in
the right panel) are linked according to the user request. For example, if two rules ru1 and ru2 are shown, the results of the underneath request will be to show the plot outlet trees that are
covered by the rule ru1 and not covered by the rule ru2.

diff eðcov ered by allð\ru1"Þ; cov ered by allð\ru2"ÞÞ
In this language, selection of examples and rules based on the
covering relation are available: covered_by_some, covering_all, etc.
Union, intersection and difference operators between set of examples or rules allow the user to explain the chosen examples or the
most powerful rules.
As a decision-support aid, the interface incorporates a recommendation tool (DAKAR, Trépos et al., 2005). Starting from an
undesired situation, such as a high-transfer plot outlet tree, and given a set of already learnt attribute-value rules, the recommendation tool estimates actions (attribute values to change) that could
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Fig. 8. Interface to visualise sub-trees. All sub-trees that correspond to a given rule are shown on a map. On the left, maps of the catchment, including the hydrological
network and the plot outlet trees. On the right, learnt rules (attribute-value rules or tree-structured patterns). Plot outlet trees in red and green have high and low transfer
rates, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

decrease the transfer rate. Finally, an advanced version of this tool
allows users to launch simulations and to learn rules online. Users
can choose, for example, the proportion of maize crops on the
catchment area or modify the list of herbicides used on the catchment. Learnt rules have to be attribute-value, as the ILP mining
method is not fast enough to be proposed for online use, i.e., with
a direct interaction with the user.

especially with HighRisk (0.087). In the two methods, the presence
of two attributes in a rule seemed generally independent; nonetheless, high correlation between two attributes in rules could be used
to identify new attributes, especially in the attribute-value approach, where the selecting process was more difﬁcult.

4.5. Comparison of the two rule mining approaches

Our approach analysed both qualitative and quantitative predictions from a model of an agro-environmental system and is an
alternative to black-box approaches such as neural networks. As
pointed out in Gibert and Sànchez-Marrè (2011), it is important
to provide exclusive models to stakeholders.

4.5.1. Efﬁciency
The CPU time necessary (especially to induce sub-trees) clearly
favours the attribute-value approach, despite efforts to avoid
redundancy in the generation of plot outlet sub-trees (Table 5).
The number of correct classiﬁed testing examples favoured the
attribute-value approach on the labelled-as-‘‘high-transfer’’ examples (81%, vs. 67% for ILP), and was equal for the two approaches on
the labelled-as-‘‘low-transfer’’ examples (93% vs. 96% for ILP).
Combining the two approaches improved classiﬁcation results:
grouping the attribute-value and ILP rules, 90% of classiﬁcations
were correct, compared to 88% with only the attribute-value rules
(averaging the two classes). Focusing on the labelled-as-‘‘hightransfer’’ examples only, 88% of classiﬁcations were correct with
combined rules, compared to 81% with only the attribute-value
rules.
4.5.2. Correlation between attributes within each approach
For the ILP approach, the highest correlations were related to
the topographic index (Top-Index), the attribute most frequently
selected: 0.046 with Herb-Amount, 0.043 with Surf-area and
0.019 with Slope (Table 6). Other of the highest correlations included Surf-area with Maize (0.016), Maize with Herb-Amount
(0.012) and Maize with Buffer (0.011). For the attribute-value approach as well, the most frequently selected attribute (Max-Maize)
was most highly correlated with the other attributes (Table 7),

5. Discussion

5.1. Relationships between methods and attributes
For the ILP approach, source factors explained the high-transfer
class better, while transfer factors explained the low-transfer class
better. For the attribute-value approach, when considering the
sub-tree as a whole object, the main factors controlling the transfer
rate were source factors. This apparent contradiction between the
results of the two methods can be explained by a scaling effect.
When looking at the pattern of the sub-tree, the transfer factors
that determine the ﬂow connectivity from plot to plot were the
most signiﬁcant. When considering the plot outlet tree as an entity,
the source factors dominated. Buffer-zone attributes were infrequently chosen in both methods, which can be explained by the
low number of buffer zones in the studied catchment and not by
a lack of inﬂuence. The attributes describing the transfer processes
per sub-tree in the attribute-value approach (e.g., Tree-Depth,
Tree-Shape and Tree-Top) were infrequent, suggesting that these
attributes were insufﬁciently relevant to represent transfer processes by themselves. Due to the high frequency of the Top-Index
attribute in the ILP approach, it would be interesting to test an
attribute describing the proportion of the sub-tree surface area
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Table 5
Results of the inductive logic programming (ILP) and attribute-value mining approaches computed on the set of test examples. In the confusion matrix, the top and bottom values
on the left show the number of low-transfer examples (n = 582) correctly and incorrectly classiﬁed, respectively, while the top and bottom values on the right show the number of
high-transfer examples (n = 587) incorrectly and correctly classiﬁed, respectively.

a

Set of rules

CPU timea

Number of rules

Correct classiﬁcation

Confusion matrix

ILP

18 h

28

81%

558
24

197
390

Attribute-value

1 min

33

88%

544
38

108
479

IntelÒ Xeon 3.4 GHz processor.

Table 6
Mutual information (correlation coefﬁcients) for occurrences of outlet attributes in
induced inductive logic programming (ILP) rules.

Surf-area
Maize
Buffer
Slope
Top-Index
Pre

Maize

Buffer

Slope

Top-Index

Pre

Herb-Amount

0.016

0.005
0.011

0.001
0.001
0.003

0.043
0.009
0.007
0.019

0
0
0
0
0

0.001
0.012
0.004
0.006
0.046
0

developing an application where simulated data are stored in a data
warehouse. Interaction with the stakeholder is preferred for identifying spatial or temporal patterns (e.g., iterative SQL request).
5.2. From ILP to attribute-value approach

with an index value higher or lower than a threshold. In such a
way, the ILP approach could be considered an initial step to create
a list of relevant attributes for the sub-tree level. This process was
easier for source factors; for example, although the attribute for
presence of maize appeared frequently in the ILP approach, we
introduced an attribute related to the largest surface area of maize
in the tree, which then was used frequently in attribute-value
rules.
Otherwise, herbicide amount, type of chemicals (High and LowRisk) and application date (Pre) were not present in the rules, indicating that surface-area criteria were more inﬂuential than those
related to chemical characteristics. When we averaged nine weather years, we may have blurred interactions between weather and
herbicide applications, such as the time between application and
conditions of soil-surface sealing or proximity of high-rainfall
events and application. In so doing, the surface area involved
may have become more important than the characteristics of
applications. We focused on spatial patterns since we targeted
stakeholder decisions regarding the interactions between the landscape structure and the weeding strategies. Learning spatio-temporal patterns would be technically more complex, but possible
by considering different temporal dimensions. It might be achieved
by aggregating the outputs on a shorter time step (week, month,
etc.) then analyse the temporal variations of the spatial patterns
vs. the weather characteristics during the corresponding period.
The number of rules can be considered as a limit of this
approach. Identifying relevant patterns is time consuming. The cost
in time is directly related to the number of rules. We are currently

In the ILP approach, the identiﬁed spatial patterns provide an
easily understandable explanation of the transfer, due to the
description of the plot-to-plot connectivity. Nevertheless, some
rules contained apparent errors, such as implausible thresholds
(e.g., a maize surface area lower than a threshold) or irrelevant
presence of attributes on upper outlets. For example, a low value
for Top-Index, indicating an upslope position of a plot, is associated
with completely different values of the surface area or herbicide
amount. In such a case, it signiﬁes that the latter attributes had
no effect if they were related to a plot located uphill.
In the attribute-value approach, the same difﬁculty can occur.
For example, a surface area or a herbicide amount greater than
given threshold values were generally associated with higher maize
or maximal maize areas, which could be considered as dominant
factors. To avoid difﬁculties in interpreting the selection of attributes in a rule, we could select only uncorrelated attributes. Such
a solution would only work for the attribute-value approach. Indeed, in the ILP approach developed at the subtree scale, all attributes can be meaningful since they described plot to plot
connectivity into the context of a given subtree. Moreover, in the
attribute-value approach, the thresholds themselves that are computed during the learning process are sometimes irrelevant (abnormal from a physical point of view) or non useful (too low). Finally, in
order to combine the efﬁciency of attribute-value approach, i.e., fast
learning and good classiﬁcation results, and easy interpretation of
ILP patterns, we could add Boolean attributes, based on the occurrence of spatial patterns identiﬁed in a learning pre-process step,
i.e., spatial patterns present in the plot outlet tree.
6. Conclusions
This study aimed to test whether automatic learning techniques
based on simulation data could help identify factors with strong

Table 7
Mutual information (correlation coefﬁcients) for occurrences of aggregate attributes in induced attribute-value rules.

Herb-Amount
LowRisk
HighRisk
Pre
Surf-area
Maize
Max-Maize
Buffer
Tree-Depth
Tree-Shape

LowRisk

HighRisk

Pre

Surf-area

Maize

Max-Maize

Buffer

Tree-Depth

Tree-Shape

Tree-Top

0

0.001
0

0
0
0.023

0.013
0
0.035
0.01

0.002
0
0.001
0.063
0.001

0.039
0
0.087
0.041
0.028
0.039

0.013
0
0
0.028
0.022
0.001
0.001

0.002
0
0.011
0.004
0.029
0.025
0.031
0.029

0.001
0
0.004
0.044
0.038
0.025
0.025
0.003
0

0.046
0
0.057
0.033
0.07
0.003
0.062
0.07
0.023
0.018
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inﬂuence on herbicide stream-pollution, such as characteristics of
source areas, to improve agricultural practices and management.
The results are richer than simulation results at two levels: (1) at
the catchment level, by identifying and analysing the reasons for
stream water pollution in a given location; and (2) at the issue level (stream herbicide pollution), by inducing a set of rules that describe the factors controlling system function. We have shown the
role of transfer factors, particularly topographic position, that appear to control low-transfer rates within a given sub-tree; the role
of the surface area of the sub-tree; the importance of maize crops
when considering the sub-tree as a whole; and the low inﬂuence of
herbicide applications (type, date and application rate), when the
transfer rates were averaged over several weather years.
This study’s main contributions include:
– Model predictions are used rather than observations as a set of
learning examples on which to apply automatic learning techniques. Simulations can produce a larger set of learning examples than observations because they can vary a larger number
of factors over a wider range. The experimental design is richer;
for example, the effect of crop location could not be tested by
observations.
– A comparison of two approaches in rule learning from spatial
data shows that: (1) ILP method describes well the plot-to-plot
connectivity in a spatial way adapted to stakeholders (2) a fast
and efﬁcient attribute-value method that globally describes sub
catchments but may appear more arbitrary for stakeholders.
Therefore, an approach consisting in gradually introducing variables deduced from ILP approach within attribute-value
approach could improve this.
– Output variables are rules (i.e., attributes included in relationships and spatial patterns). The identiﬁcation of spatial patterns
averaging temporal effects was approached by averaging results
over a set of years considered to represent weather variability.
The results show that spatial patterns can be identiﬁed regardless of the year’s weather.
– The model identiﬁed spatial factors in a partially or completely
qualitative approach. This approach is not speciﬁc to the studied application and could be applied to explore the functioning
of any environmental system affected by spatial and temporal
processes.
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